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Commodity Outlook
Sector

Driver

Grains &
Oilseeds

Huge global inventories, competitive export markets and a large South American spring crop are just a
host of factors ramping up pressure on already well-supplied grain & oilseed markets.

Dairy

Farmgate prices are on hold for this season, as the commodity price crunch punctures export returns.

Beef

Seasonal rain across key regions has encouraged restocking and is supporting prices.

Sheepmeat

Export demand has picked up in early 2016, however an appreciating Australian dollar may soften this
demand.

Sugar

Q1 2016 has been a rollercoaster ride for sugar prices. Fund selling, in addition to macroeconomic
uncertainty, fuelled price movements of up to 15% in January and February.

Cotton

Local cotton prices are being pressured by a fall in global prices and the stronger Australian dollar. The
ICE #2 reached its lowest point since 2009, below its long-held resistance level of USc 58/lb.

Wool

Australian wool prices have seen a strong start to 2016, maintaining levels above AUc 1,250/kg clean.
There has been a recent softening, mostly driven by a stronger Australian dollar.

Wine

China/Hong Kong moves to the top of Australia’s wine export market rankings.

Fertiliser

Farmer margin pressure in most regions continues to lead to subdued global nutrient demand.

FX

A rebound in investor risk appetite rallies the Australian dollar, but risks remain weighted to the
downside.

Oil

Global freight rates continue to feel severe pressure from weakening demand and excess supply.
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Climate
Southern Oscillation Index (SOI), Jan 2014-Apr 2016
February was very dry (and hot) for most parts of the country,
further accentuating the need for good autumn rains.
According to the Bureau of Meteorology, above-average rainfall is
likely for parts of south-east Australia, but it’s drier than average in
the tropical north for the March-to-May period.
El Niño continues its slow, but steady decline. Meanwhile the
Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) remains very low, indicating that
while El Niño is easing, it is still capable of influencing the
Australian climate.

Australian rainfall deciles, Feb 2016

Source: BOM, Rabobank, 2016

Mean temperature anomaly, Feb 2016
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Grains & Oilseeds
Wheat market share in Indonesia, 2006-2015
100%

Market outlook

90%

Huge global inventories, competitive export markets and a large
South American spring crop are just a host of factors ramping up
pressure on already well-supplied markets. The USDA’s March World
Agricultural Supply and Demand Estimates (WASDE) report estimated
the global wheat stocks-to-use ratio at 33%, the highest since 2002.
Global corn and soybean production also looks set to remain at nearrecord levels.
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Global wheat export markets remain competitive. French and
Ukrainian FOB prices are around USD 180/tonne, compared to
Australian east coast FOB prices of USD 210/tonne. This competitive
environment is being reflected in the Indonesian market, with the
Black Sea market share increasing from 7% in 2014 to 16% in 2015.
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While markets can turn around quickly, the global supply-anddemand balance is heavily skewed to the supply side, with pressure
continuing to ratchet up.
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ASX Jan 17 wheat contract (LHS)
Source: Bloomberg, Rabobank, 2016
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record net short positions of wheat. Any news that
threatens production (i.e. drought, political concerns)
USD cents/bushel
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• Fund short-covering. Hedge funds currently hold
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What to watch:
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Source: GTA, Rabobank, 2015

Global wheat prices, Mar 2015-Mar 2016
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could translate into a significant short-covering rally,
leading to a sharp increase in CBOT Wheat prices.

• Condition of the Northern Hemisphere wheat
crop. The crop is currently coming out of dormancy.
Weather in the coming months will be important in
determining production in the Northern Hemisphere.

CBOT Dec 16 wheat contract (RHS)
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Dairy
Market outlook

Global dairy prices, Mar 2012-Mar 2016

Very dry conditions in February have further dampened milk production
for Australia. Australian milk production is tracking below last year
(-0.6%) at the end of January, with falls across most key states.

5,500

All dairy producers will be eagerly anticipating an early and substantial
autumn break. The latest seasonal outlook does suggest average
rainfall patterns.
Recent guidance from Murray Goulburn has confirmed farmgate milk
prices are unlikely to increase this season, from a current weighted
average price of AUD 5.60/kgMS.

USD/tonne FOB
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Global commodity markets continue to be oversupplied. Milk supply
growth in Europe continues to run ahead of expectations, which is a
major factor. But the ongoing trade ban with Russia and subdued
Chinese import volumes are not helping the market balance.
Following growth of more than 2% in 2016 (but up 3.2% from April,
when quotas were abolished), the EU post-quota surge in milk
production has continued into 2016, with January volumes up 4.4%.

What to watch:

• The European Commission has announced an increase in
intervention volumes. Markets will be watching how big the stock
build through the seasonal peak is and how the subsequent
drawdown is managed.

Butter

SMP

WMP

Cheese

Source: USDA, Rabobank, 2016

Production growth in key exporting regions:
Latest month

Last three months

EU

4.4% (Jan)

5.0%

US

0.3% (Jan)

0.6%

Australia

-3.8% (Jan)

-3.8%

NZ

-2% (est. season to Feb 2016)

• Dutch dairy giant FrieslandCampina cut its guaranteed price for
milk for March 2016 by 3.5%; meanwhile, European dairy
producers are being warned of further price falls.
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Beef
Eastern Young Cattle Indicator (EYCI),
Jan 2014-Mar 2016

Market outlook
650

With promising rainfalls across the major cattle-producing areas,
there is a degree of optimism among producers that is reflected in
increased restocker activity. Such activity has supported the high
cattle prices: the EYCI averaged AUD 5.96/kg cwt for February.
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Cattle slaughter is down 22% YOY, to 519,000 head for January.
Female slaughter is down 26% YOY, indicating a commencement of
restocking. Production is down 18% YOY for January, at 149,533
tonnes swt. Average unit weight has increased to be the heaviest in
three years, at 287.8kg.
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Exports are down 14% YOY for the month of February, at 90,744
tonnes. While below 2014 and 2015 levels, they are still 12%
higher than 2012 levels. There are also differences across export
markets, with Japan down 25% YTD and the US lower than 2015,
but 15% higher YTD than 2014 levels. China is down, but South
Korea is up 26% YTD on 2015 levels.
Live exports have been a strong competitor for available cattle, and
live export prices in late February were AUD 3.75kg lwt. Indonesian
quota allocations moved to a trimester timeframe, with 200,000
head announced as the first trimester volume.
Given timings for Lebaran (celebration at the end of Ramadan),
cattle will be required in feedlots through March and April. 36,750
head were exported out of Darwin to Indonesia for January and
February, 3% lower than the same period in 2015. Meanwhile,
3,785 head were exported out of Darwin for Vietnam, 53% down
on the same period in 2015.
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Source: MLA, Rabobank, 2016

What to watch:

• Drop in demand for live exports, following intake of
cattle for Lebaran period. Given the high cattle prices,
demand for live cattle may drop after Indonesia moves
through its peak demand period.

• Brazil accessing the US market. While US sources
believe that access will not be granted until the second
half of the year, Brazilian authorities believe it will occur
in the first half of the year.
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Sheepmeat
Market outlook

Lamb slaughter continues to remain strong, up 15% on the fiveyear average and up 5% YOY for January at 1.8m head. Sheep
slaughter has dropped back to five-year average levels, at 724,000
head for January. Correspondingly, lamb production is up 5% YOY,
at 41,697 tonnes for January, while mutton production is down 5%
YOY, at 17,018 tonnes.
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The ESTLI has followed a very similar trend to 2015, dropping from
AUD 5.50/kg cwt in January to just under AUD 5/kg cwt in early
March, 5% under the five-year average. Merino lamb and mutton
saleyard prices remained relatively stable, and they did not
experience the same fall seen in other categories.

Eastern States Trade Lamb Indicator Price (ESTLI),
Jan 2014-Mar 2016
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Lamb exports have recovered in 2016, with February up 12% YOY,
at 22,235 tonnes swt and 32% higher than the five-year average.
Demand is being driven by the Middle East and the US, up 12%
and 32%, to 5,233 tonnes and 5,850 tonnes swt, respectively.
Mutton exports have seen the first monthly YOY increase for 12
months, increasing 3% YOY for the month of February, to 14,687
tonnes swt. Exports to Malaysia increased 52% YOY.

2015
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2016

5 year average

Source: MLA, Rabobank, 2016

What to watch:

• NZ lamb supplies are expected to contract significantly
across the remainder of the season, particularly in 2H.
This will drive weaker competition in the global market
and, therefore, demand from our major exporting
destinations.
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Sugar
ICE #11 prices, Mar 2015-Mar 2016

Market outlook

20
480

Rabobank has widened the forecast global production deficit to
6.8m tonnes for 2015/16, some 2m tonnes higher than previous
forecasts. This widening gap has largely been driven by production
concerns in India, Thailand and China.
Attention locally turns to the development of the 2016 crop during
this key growing phase. Improved water availability in the
Burdekin has relieved some pressure; however, the below-average
wet season to date has raised some early concerns for planting and
production.

What to watch:

• The Brazil sugar/ethanol mix for 2016/17. The current
attractive futures curve and forward Brazilian real rates
make sugar very attractive in local currency terms,

450

16

USc/lb

Tightening fundamentals have reasserted their role as the prime
driver of prices in March, seeing the ICE #11 return to levels above
USc 15/lb in mid-March. Despite some strengthening of the
Australian dollar, local prices have lifted above AUD 450/tonne for
the first time since January.
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420
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The first quarter of 2016 has been a rollercoaster ride for sugar
prices. Fund selling and macroeconomic uncertainty fuelled price
movements of up to 15% in January and February.
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ICE #11 (LHS)

ICE #11 AUD (RHS)

Source: Bloomberg, Rabobank, 2016

2015/16 set for a wider deficit, 2006/07-2015/16f
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compared with ethanol prices. Rabobank estimates a swing

to 44% or 45% cane allocated to sugar, which would result
in an extra 3m to 3.5m tonnes in 2015/16. Please see the
latest Sugar Quarterly.

Surplus/deficit (LHS)
Source: F.O. Licht, Rabobank, 2016

Production (RHS)

Consumption (RHS)
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Cotton
Market outlook

Global cotton prices, Mar 2015-Mar 2016
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The Australian harvest is well underway in Queensland. While there
have been some weather events through the season which will have
caused some downgrades, the national outlook for yield should still be
in excess of 10 bales/ha for irrigated production.
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Ending Stocks

World-China Ending Stocks

Global stocks-to-use ratio (RHS)

Average stocks-to-use ratio

Source: USDA, Rabobank, 2016

Stocks- to-use ratio

million bales

Global cotton still forecast for deficit, 2006/07-2015/16f
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COTLOOKA Index

ICE #2 Futures

AUD/Bale (RHS)

Source: Bloomberg, Rabobank, 2016

What to watch:

• Bangladesh and Vietnam are both forecast by the USDA
to overtake China as the world’s largest importers
of raw cotton.
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AUD/bale

Uncertainty continues to build regarding the future of the Chinese
cotton policy and stockpile release, which has encouraged speculative
selling pressures and contributed to weaker prices.

480

USc/lb

Local cotton prices have been pressured in early March by both a fall
in global prices and appreciation of the Australian dollar. The ICE #2
reached its lowest point since 2009, below its long-held resistance at
USc 58/lb. This saw the AUD/bale equivalent fall below AUD 400/bale
for the first time since March 2015. Physical prices have subsequently
fallen to between AUD 420/bale to AUD 430/bale for the 2016 crop.

85

Wool
Market outlook
1,400

Australian wool prices had a strong start to 2016, maintaining levels
above AUc 1,250/kg clean through January and February. The
recent softening in early March, with falls of AUc 35/kg within a
week, was largely attributed to the strengthened Australian dollar.

Australian Eastern Market Indicator,
Jan 2015-Mar 2016

1,350
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This reduction in available wool has also been reflected in volumes
exported, which are down 8% season-to-date (to January).
Volumes shipped to China are down 9% YOY and represent 73% of
Australia’s exports season-to-date. Season-to-date, there have
been YOY increases in volumes shipped to India (+7%) and Italy
(+3%).

1,200

AUc/kg

Beyond the currency, an important factor for the wool market
through the 2015/16 season has been reduced supply. 16 micron
and finer is the only micron category as of the end of February to
increase in volumes tested. The volume of first-hand offered bales
continues to track approximately 7% behind last season. AWTA
reported wool tested to date is back 6% season-to-date, compared
with 2014/15.
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Source: Bloomberg, Rabobank, 2016

c/kg clean

Australian EMI AUD/USD, Jul 2010-Jul 2015
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What to watch:

1,300

• Competing fibre prices have reached multi-year lows
in recent months. With record cotton stocks and

1,100

uncertain Chinese policy, along with sustained low oil

900

prices, pressure is likely to remain on these competing

700

markets.

500

EMI AUD

EMI USD

Source: Bloomberg, Rabobank, 2016

USD 5 yr Ave

AUD 5 yr ave
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Wine
Market outlook
Australian wine export volumes increased by 6.4%, to 744 ML, and by
13.8% in value, to AUD 2.072bn FOB, over the course of 2015. Bottled
wine exports rose by 9% in volume, while bulk wine exports only grew
by 4% in volume, signalling that this structural shift in how Australian
wine exports are packaged has begun to mature, further aided by the
Chinese market’s preference for in-market bottling.

Australian wine export markets by value, 2015
Denmark/Sweden

Other
UK

Japan
Germany/Netherlands
New Zealand
Singapore/Malaysia

The Chinese market was the stand-out performer in 2015. Bottled
shipments grew by 55% in volume and 63% in value during the year,
catapulting the China/Hong Kong market into the position of
Australian wine’s most valuable export market. From a wine style
perspective, exports of fuller-bodied red wine varietals (shiraz,
cabernet sauvignon, merlot and blends thereof) outperformed in
2015—largely owing to rising demand from China, but also improved
demand for more premium bottled red wines across many other
markets.
Back home in the domestic market, wine sales in the grocery retail
channel tracked sideways, falling by 0.3% in volume, but rising by
0.4% in value in 2015. Red bottled wines outperformed, rising by
3.9% in volume and 2.9% in value. More broadly, bottled spirits sales
fared relatively better, while cider continues to be the tipple du jour,
sales of which rose by 7.1% in volume and 3.1% in value. Beer sales
continued their steady decline, as consumers pare back their
consumption, but look to spend up on more premium foreign and local
craft brands.

US

China/Hong
Kong
Canada
Source: AGWA, Rabobank, 2016

What to watch:

• Cider continues to nibble away at the market
share of beer and white wine in the Australian domestic
market. This trend has some way to go, judging by

more mature traditional cider drinking markets, such as
the UK.
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Fertiliser
Global fertiliser prices, Mar 2014-Mar 2016

Market outlook
550

Global crop markets continued to be weighed down by excessive
stocks. This is leading to a global slowdown in fertiliser demand.
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For global urea markets, prices have bounced slightly in recent
weeks, but growing inventories in Chinese ports will guard against
any major spikes in the short term.
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A period of stability has continued across global phosphate
markets. Export supply from China will keep the markets wellbalanced in the short term.
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Global potash prices are range-bound. Recent production cuts, in
the face of globally low prices and oversupply, could potentially
add some upward pressure to prices.
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Urea

DAP

Source: Bloomberg, Rabobank, 2016

What to watch:

• The critical Autumn purchasing and application period is
approaching and weak global prices will be welcome relief for
end-users.
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FX
Market outlook

The unemployment rate rose in January before falling again in
February. Meanwhile, surprisingly robust GDP growth in Q4 2015 and
some stabilisation in key commodity prices have boosted global investor
risk appetite and rallied support for the Australian dollar.
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AUD/USD

At its meeting on 1 March 2016, the Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA)
again elected to keep the official cash rate on hold at 2.0%. Recent data
feeds continue to send mixed messages as to the strength of the
economy, which—combined with global uncertainties—have caused the
RBA to flag an easing bias in recent updates.

AUD/USD: 12-month price movement,
Mar 2015-Mar 2016
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Australian GDP growth, Dec 2005-Dec 2015
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annual change (QOQ)

Source: RBA, Rabobank, 2016
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What to watch:

3%

• Rabobank forecasts the AUD/USD falling
towards 0.65 on a 12-month view. Weak

2%
1%

0%

Source: ABS, Rabobank, 2016

commodity prices, ongoing signs of slower economic
growth in China and the easing bias from the RBA are
expected to weigh on the Australian dollar as we look
past the recent rebound in global risk appetite.
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Oil & Freight
Market outlook
The recent rally in oil prices appears short-lived, as oversupply concerns re-emerge as a major bear factor on market sentiment.
Global freight rates continue to feel severe pressure from weakening demand and excess supply.

Baltic Dry Index, Mar 2015-Mar 2016

Brent Crude Oil, Mar 2015-Mar 2016
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Source: Bloomberg, Rabobank, 2016
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Agri Price Dashboard
As of 16 March 2016

Unit

MOM

Current

Last month

Last year

Grains & Oilseeds
CBOT Wheat

USc/bu

▲

477

464

514

CBOT Soybeans

USc/bu

▲

892

880

969

CBOT Corn

USc/bu

▲

369

363

379

Australian ASX EC Wheat

AUD/tonne

▼

276

285

306

Australian Canola

AUD/tonne

▼

511

537

483

Eastern Young Cattle Indicator

AUc/kg cwt

▼

590

605

423

Feeder Steer

AUc/kg lwt

▼

317

320

238

North Island Bull 300kg

NZc/kg cwt

▲

535

505

495

South Island Bull 300kg

NZc/kg cwt

▲

470

460

455

Eastern States Trade Lamb Indicator

AUc/kg cwt

▼

499

536

516

North Island Lamb 17.5kg YX

NZc/kg cwt

▼

490

505

515

South Island Lamb 17.5kg YX

NZc/kg cwt

▼

480

500

500

North Island Stag

NZc/kg cwt

▲

730

700

640

South Island Stag

NZc/kg cwt

▲

730

710

625

Butter

USD/tonne FOB

▼

2,875

3,050

3,975

Skim Milk Powder

USD/tonne FOB

▼

1,763

1,813

2,900

Whole Milk Powder

USD/tonne FOB

▼

2,000

2,100

3,488

Cheddar

USD/tonne FOB

▼

2,750

3,125

3,625

Beef markets

Sheepmeat markets

Venison markets

Dairy markets

Source: Bloomberg, Rabobank, 2016
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Agri Price Dashboard
As of 16 March 2016

Unit

MOM

Current

Last month

Last year

Cotton markets
Cotlook A Index

USc/lb

▼

66

66

68

ICE No.2 NY Futures (nearby contract)

USc/lb

▼

58.24

59.85

60.49

ICE Sugar No.11

USc/lb

▲

15.3

13.2

12.9

ICE Sugar No.11 (AUD)

AUD/tonne

▲

453

410

372

Australian Eastern Market Indicator

AUc/kg

▼

1,223

1,273

1,092

NZ Coarse Crossbred Indicator

NZc/kg

▲

579

573

499

NZ Fine Crossbred indicator

NZc/kg

▼

590

592

549

Urea

USD/tonne FOB

▲

220

200

300

DAP

USD/tonne FOB

▼

360

385

485

Potash

USD/tonne FOB

▼

238

260

319

Baltic Dry Index

1000=1985

▲

396

301

564

Brent Crude Oil

USD/bbl

▲

39

34

56

AUD

vs. USD

▲

0.746

0.711

0.764

NZD

vs. USD

▲

0.660

0.658

0.737

RBA Official Cash Rate

%

•

2.00

2.00

2.25

NZRB Official Cash Rate

%

▼

2.25

2.50

3.50

Sugar markets

Wool markets

Fertiliser

Other

Economics/currency

Source: Bloomberg, Rabobank, 2015
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